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Abstract

Low salinity water flooding has for decades emerged as a technically and economically viable enhanced oil recovery scheme 
due to its environmentally attractive nature. In the literature, several reasons have been proposed for its immense success, 
some of which have been experimentally proven. Among the reasons given, wettability and pH increase have been greatly 
highlighted. In this paper, we have developed a pH and salinity dependent Gibbs free energy of adsorption model, using 
established thermodynamic concepts to prove the viability of hydrogen ions adsorption which can lead to pH and wettability 
increase. Accordingly, we have shown based on theoretical calculations that as salinity decreases, adsorption free energy for 
hydrogen ions decreases, leading to pH decrease at lower salinities. Our theoretical calculations also agree with optimum 
salinity ranges reported in the literature.

Introduction

Improved oil recovery based on water flooding was first 
discovered in early 1865 following an accidental flooding of 
water in Pithole City, Pennsylvania as a result of leaks from 
surface water and shallow water which entered the drilled 
holes. It became clear that the oil recovery factor by water 
flooding was significantly high compared to the natural 
depletion [1]. In 1924, the first commercial application of 
water flooding evolved in Pennsylvania, following which it 
grew and was widely implemented in many field operations 
[2]. In its practical application, economics and injection 
water compatibility were crucial factors in decision making. 
Consequently, many attempts were made in understanding 
the mechanism, planning and optimization of the entire 
process. Furthermore, considering its simplicity and 
reliability, water flooding technique has been worldwide 
implemented and applied to most of conventional oil 
reservoirs to augment oil recovery. In the 1990s, research in 
water flooding was devoted more to understanding the effect 
of water chemistry [3] following which the potential of Low 
Salinity Water Flooding (LSWF) was realized and developed 
by Morrow and his coworkers. In principle, LSWF consists 

of injecting brine of low concentration into the petroleum 
reservoir resulting in oil recovery that surpasses that of the 
conventional water flooding technique without emphasis on 
salinity. 

Several factors are responsible for the success of LSWF 
among which are the wettability and local pH increases [4-
6]. Normally, the injection of a low saline fluid, which promotes 
desorption of Ca2+, will create a local increase  in pH close  to 
the brine-clay interface because Ca2+ is substituted by H+ from 
the  water [4,7]. Several researches have been devoted 
to understanding the mechanism of pH and wettability 
evolution. For instance, Aziz, et al. [6] used molecular dynamics 
simulation approach to gain insight insights into pore-scale 
dynamics of wettability alteration during low salinity water 
flooding. Chen, et al. [8] used experimental approach to 
understand pH increase in LSWF. Physicochemical processes 
involved in LSWF spans geochemical process [9], that include 
surface adsorption of ions and fluid phase complexation 
reactions [4]. Moreover, as low salinity water is injected 
into the reservoir, the ionization of water increases due to 
the temperature effect [10]. Water ionization process will 
produce hydrogen ions, which are expected to reduce pH. 
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Therefore, if pH increases during LSWF then adsorption of 
hydrogen ions on rock surface is imminent. In the literature 
the surface complexation model has been used to understand 
adsorption phenomena [11,12]. 

In this paper, we have used existing thermodynamic 
concepts to develop a pH and salinity dependent electrostatic 
Gibbs free energy of adsorption model to understand 
adsorption phenomena related to hydrogen ions, which has 
the potential for pH increase. Accordingly, we have carried 
out theoretical calculations based on our model and we have 
shown that as salinity decreases in general, the free energy 
of adsorption of hydrogen ions decreases, facilitating its 
adsorption on rock surface, which results in pH increase 
as reported in the literature. Calculations based on our 
model also confirm optimum salinity range reported in the 
literature based on experimental evidence. 

Hypothesis 

Within the petroleum reservoir, geochemical reactions 
related to adsorption that occur during oil trapping in 
structural traps are like those that occur during LSWF. 
Therefore, our fundamental hypothesis is that if pH and 
wettability increase occur in LSWF, then the adsorption 
of hydrogen ions from water must be thermodynamically 
favoured at formation water pH and low salinity. Therefore, 
a thermodynamic model that links the Gibbs free energy of 
adsorption of hydrogen ions to salinity and pH of formation 
water should provide evidence of feasibility or otherwise of 
this reaction. Within the thermodynamic literature, models of 
adsorption free energy exist that can be exploited to develop 
a salinity pH dependent Gibbs free energy and the following 
section will be devoted to this task. Moreover, LSWF simply 
implies enhanced pH and double layer repulsion increases. 
We further hypothesize that if these are observed realties 
then decrease salinity must show favorable thermodynamics.

Theoretical Background

Geochemical reactions involving the adsorption of ions 
on mineral surfaces in geologic systems can be driven by 
electrostatic and Coulombic forces, redox chemistry, entropy 
and interfacial tension minimization, and hydrophobic 
expulsion, among others [13], where the reactions can 
be described by the thermodynamic Gibbs free energy. 
Generally, a metal ion adsorbing from a bulk electrolyte 
solution onto a charged mineral surface must pass through 
the electrochemical double layer set up in the interfacial 
region. For an ion moving through such a double layer, the 
following additive expression can be used to quantify the 
change in adsorption free energy [14]:

G G Gabs electrostatic chemical∆ = ∆ + ∆
 (1)

In which Gabs∆  is the change in Gibbs free energy of 

adsorption [H+ mol-1], Gelectrostatic∆ is the electrostatic 

contribution and Gchemical∆  is the chemical contribution.
 
The electrostatic component, which comes from 

Coulombic forces, can be related to surface potential as: 

0G F zelectrostatic ψ∆ = ∆ (2)

In which  F is Faraday constant [Cmol-1], z∆  is change in 
charge [C] and 0ψ  is the surface potential of solid surface [V]. 
 

At a given pH of aqueous solution, the degree of ionization 
of surface Silanol group is given as [15]:

( )
1

1 10 2.7
z pH pK zys

α =
− 

+ 
 

 (3)

In which,  z is the charge; negative for acidic site and 
positive for basic site, pH is negative logarithm to base 10 
of hydrogen ion concentration, pK is negative logarithm to 
base 10 of the dissociation constant of surface functional 
group, ys  is the scaled potential defined as:

0

B

e
ys Tk

ψ
=  (4)

In which, e is the electronic charge [C], T is absolute 
temperature, 0ψ is surface potential [V], and Bk is Boltzmann 
constant [JK-1] 
 

At a given pH and salinity defined by equivalent sodium 
chloride concentration, the fraction of surface coverage of an 
adsorbed species, such as hydrogen ion is given as [16]: 

( )
1

10 pH
Sc

Na
α

+ −
=

  + 
 (5) 

In which, Sc is surface coverage [moles per unit area, Na+ is 
sodium ion concentration. 
 
Substitution of Equation (3) into Equation (5) gives surface 
coverage of hydrogen ions as: 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
1 1 1* *

101 10 s
sil z pH pK pHy

S SSA Cc
Naez

−

− + −
=

  ++  
 (6)

In which  SSA specific surface area of quartz [cm2g-1] and 
silC  is the concentration of surface Silanol group on quartz 

[mmolsg-1]. 
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To achieve our objective in this paper, we will limit 
ourselves to the electrostatic Gibbs free energy change. 
We will further assume that surface coverage here refers 
to charge change as found in Equation (2). Substitution of 
Equation (6) into Equation (2) gives change in Gibbs free 
energy of adsorption for hydrogen ions as:

( ) ( )( ) ( )
1

0
1 1* * *

101 10 s
sil z pH pK pHy

G F SSA Celectrostatic Naez
ψ−

− + −
∆ =

  ++  
 

(7)

To complete the derivation for change in Gibbs free 
energy for hydrogen ion adsorption, the relationship between 
potential and pH is required. The relationship between the 
pH of solid surface and bulk solution is given as [17]:

0

2.3s B
B

e
pH pH

k T
ψ

− =  (8)

In which pH  is surface pH, e is electronic charge BpH  is 
bulk pH. It is possible to rewrite Equation (8) as:

( )0 2.3 /pzc BpH pH k T eψ = −  (9) 

Substitution of Equation (9) into Equation (4) and 
further substitution into Equation (7) gives change in Gibbs 
free energy as: 
 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )1 1* * * *2.303 /
101 10 s

sil pzc Bz pH pK pHy
G F SSA C pH pH k T eelectrostatic Naez− + −

∆ = −
  ++  

 

(10)

To investigate our principal hypothesis, we will use 
Equation (9) for free energy change calculations for hydrogen 
ion adsorption to explore the trend considering the salinity 
effect as pH increases. The following table shows parameters 
from literature sources for our calculation, using Equation 
(10).

Parameter Value Reference
Point of zero charge pH of silica surface [-] 3 [18,19]

Faraday’s constant 96485 [20]
Surface concentration of Silanol group-[mmoles/g) 3.6 [21]

Specific surface area of quartz [cm2g-1] 5.22 m2g-1 [22]
pKa of surface Silanol 5.6 [23]

Boltzmann constant –JK-1 1.38*10-23 [24]

Table 1: Literature source data for calculation.

Electrostatic interaction is a physical adsorption process, 
faster than chemical adsorption. Moreover, the adsorption 
basically includes two distinct processes, namely ion external 
diffusion from the bulk aqueous solution to the surface of the 
solid and adsorption reaction at protonated or deprotonated 
functional groups on solid surface [25]. In our study, although 
the thermodynamic free energy of adsorption as given by 
Equation (1) is additive, we would simply test our modeling 
by restricting ourselves to the electrostatic component. The 
results obtained from Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
and X-ray diffraction technique showed that tested samples 
of sandstones contain 3–12% clay minerals [26]. In our 
study, we assume that LSWF takes place in a sandstone oil 
reservoir with negligible percentage of clays, consistent with 
the finding of Kamal, et al. [26], regarding a low percentage 
such as 3. Therefore, ion bridging where only quartz is 
indicated will be adopted in our model.

Accordingly, we considered a sandstone oil reservoir 
under LSWF, where the subsurface temperature is 45 
degrees Celsius. Specifically, we considered silica as the 
major component of sandstone oil reservoir and carried out 

thermodynamic calculations, using Equation (10). Wei, et al. 
[27] have demonstrated experimentally that the optimum 
salinity for sodium chloride brine for LSWF is from 1000 pm 
to 500ppm. We used salinities in this range. In addition, we 
also used higher salinities 2 M, 3 M and 4 M to compare our 
results. To obtain the surface coverage, we regarded delta 
z in Equation (2) as a change in charge (+) following the 
adsorption of hydrogen ions on quartz surface. 

Results and Discussion

In our work, we assume aqueous pH is increased partly 
by dilution [28] and partly by hydrogen ion adsorption from 
the bulk [7]. The electrostatic Gibbs free energy of adsorption 
as given in Equation (2) has a unit of J per mole. However, 
based on our derivation, Equation (9) for the Gibbs free 
energy has a unit of J/cm2, consistent with the calculation 
of the thermodynamic free energy of formation the electric 
double layer elsewhere [29], which has the same unit. In this 
regard, we have theoretically obtained a different unit from 
an original one. Figure 1 shows variation of the degree of 
ionization with pH of aqueous solution, where increase in pH 
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results in increase in ionization of surface Silanol. We assume 
an ideal case where there is no departure from the ideality 
due to the signature of electrostatic interactions between 
charged species involved in the system [30]. Figure 2 shows a 
plot of surface coverage of hydrogen ions as a function of pH, 
where coverage is seen to increase with decreasing salinity. 
This trend is also revealed in Figure 3 using optimum salinity 
ranges in accordance with Wei, et al. [27] recommended 
salinity range. In the optimum salinity range, 0.017 M and 
0.086 M correspond to 1000 ppm and 5000 ppm respectively 
based on Wei et al. [27] recommendation for sodium chloride 
brine.

Figure 1: Degree of ionization of surface Silanol at 45°C.

Figure 2: Surface coverage of hydrogen ions for higher 
salinity range.

Figure 3: Surface coverage of hydrogen ions for optimum 
salinity range.

Figure 4 shows a plot of Gibbs free energy of adsorption 
as a function of pH for optimum concentrations where 
decreasing salinity results in decreasing Gibb free energy. 
It is interesting to note that both the lower and upper limit 
optimum concentrations in accordance with Wei, et al. [27] 
appear to merge at lower free energy of adsorption compared 
to 0.1 M outside the optimum range.

Figure 4: Adsorption free energy of hydrogen ions at 45°C 
for optimum salinity range.

Figure 5: Adsorption free energy of hydrogen ions at 45°C 
for higher salinity range.

Figure 6: Adsorption free energy of hydrogen ions at 45°C 
for optimum and higher salinity range.
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Figure 5 is for higher salinity range for a similar plot also 
shows consistent decrease in Gibb free energy of adsorption 
with decrease salinity, while Figure 6 shows a combined 
plot of free energy of adsorption with increasing salinity. 
Accordingly, the figure sums up the theoretical observations 
of all free energy plots. Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 were 
obtained using the pH and salinity dependent Gibb’s free 
energy of adsorption equation (Equation (10)).

The feasibility of a thermodynamic reaction is judged 
by its Gibbs free energy, where lower free energies 
favor reactions. In this study, we have used an existing 
thermodynamic model for adsorption free energy to develop 
a pH and salinity dependent adsorption onto a silica surface 
where hydrogen ions are the adsorbate. Our intent is to 
prove the hypothesis that part of pH increase in LSWF is due 
to hydrogen ion adsorption as reported in the literature. 

Conclusion

1. In all our calculations, the Gibbs free energy of adsorption 
decreases with decreasing salinity.

2. Decrease free energy of adsorption with salinity decrease 
due to hydrogen ions adsorption implies contact angle 
decreases and wettability increases,

3. Our free energy calculations show that sodium chloride 
concentration from 0.017 M to 0.086 M corresponding to 
1000 ppm and 5000 ppm respectively as recommended 
by Wei, et al. [27] gave the most favorable condition 
for hydrogen ions adsorption and, therefore, better pH 
increase, which translates to better wetting conditions. 

4. Our finding is further supported by Snosy, et al. [31] who 
agreed that a moderate average concentration of 3000 
ppm gives a relatively better incremental oil recovery. 
Ideally, 5000 ppm in our case is reasonable, given that an 
average 5000 ppm is recommended by Snosy, et al. [31].
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